
                            MARK CHAPTER 10:1-30 – WEDNESDAY 27TH MAY 2020 
 
 
Hello precious ones, tomorrow night we meet together again to feast on the word of God. We 
count it such a privilege to study the word together. 
 
Cynthia suggested that given that there is so much of value in Mark Chapter 10 that we should 
take two weeks to do this chapter justice. Although every chapter is filled with rich treasure on 
which we have been feeding I think it is a great idea to divide this chapter over two weeks. 
 
So tomorrow we will look at Mark 10:1-30 and next week we will do the rest. 
 
The questions for this portion of Mark will be related to the three topics addressed by Jesus in 
versus 1-3O. 
 

1. In order to trick him the Pharisees brought up the question of divorce.  
What were the Pharisees missing regarding the teaching of divorce and secondly what 
do you think Jesus was attempting to convey to them on this important topic with his 
response to this question?  
 
What is the learning about divorce that we take away from discussion between Jesus, 
the Pharisees and his disciples? 
 

2. In the historical critical context how were children viewed by society and what 
important lesson was Jesus teaching that is of value even for us today regarding 
children? 
 

3. What are the lessons we learn in the parable of the rich young ruler concerning our 
attachment to riches? In light of what we have learned about how scripture interprets 
scripture what scriptures can you think of that would affirm what Jesus is highlighting in 
his conversation with the rich young ruler? 
 

4. How did Jesus counter the disciple’s assertion that they had given up everything to 
follow Him? 
 

5. Is it what we give to Him or what we give up for him that matters most in this lesson? 
 
 


